The MKR Motor Carrier features two MC33926 motor drivers for high-performance DC motor control with direct
connection to the MKR1000, current feedback, and capacity for up to 5 Amps (peak). In addition, there are two
DRV8871 drivers that are controlled from a SAMD11 microcontroller that communicates with the MKR1000 via I2C
(SPI optional). The SAMD11 is also used to control the servos, read the encoders, and read the battery voltage. There is
an interrupt line connecting the SAMD11 (on PA27) and the MKR board.
Note that for extended use or high-current motors, an extra heatsink (and eventually a fan) might be required for the
drivers.
When plugging the MKR1000 and the Motor Carrier, some of the pins will stop being available for you to use in your
code, as they will be needed to control some of the features of the Carrier. For example, the current feedback from the
two MC33926 drivers is connected directly to some of the analog pins on the MKR1000. The following list explains
which pins of the MKR1000 are used to control the Carrier:
Analog pin A3 for current feedback from Motor3
Analog pin A4 for current feedback from Motor4
Digital pin D2 for IN2 signal for Motor3
Digital pin D3 for IN1 signal for Motor3
Digital pin D4 for IN2 signal for Motor4
Digital pin D5 for IN1 signal for Motor4
Digital pin D6 for Interrupt signal from the SAMD11 to the MKR1000
Digital pin D11 for the SDA signal (I2C)
Digital pin D12 for the SCL signal (I2C)
Also, some pins can optionally be connected via a soldering jumper or a 0 Ohm resistor. These pins are:
Digital pin D1 for the SF signal from the MC33926 drivers (optional)
Digital pin D7 for the SPI SS signal (optional)
Digital pin D8 for the SPI MOSI signal (optional)
Digital pin D9 for the SPI SCK signal (optional)
Digital pin D10 for the SPI MISO signal (optional)

To use the Carrier, you will need to plug an MKR board (the MKR1000, MKR Zero, or other) on the headers at the
center of the board. Make sure the MKR board is connected in the proper direction. You can do this by making sure the

info printed on the side of the headers are matching for both the MKR board and the Motor Carrier.
Once the board is properly connected to the Motor Carrier, you can start programming the board. To control the motors,
you will need to import the MKR Motor Carrier library. You can find more information about the library here. If you
want to read more about how to install a library then you follow this link.
When working with motors, you will need an external source to feed the motor drivers and power up the motors. You
can do this by connecting a LiPo Battery to the battery connector or using an external power source and connecting it to
the VIN input on the terminal block. It is recommended to do these operations with the power switch at the OFF
position. Once the external power is connected to the board, the power switch can be turned on.
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